Ews3 wiring diagram

Source : bmw-planet. A ring coil is fitted about the ignition lock. The transponder chip is
powered by the EWS3 control unit via this coil, i. The power supply and data transfer take place
in the same way as a transformer between the ring antenna coil at the ignition lock and the
transponder chip integrated in the key. In contrast to EWS2, this takes place directly and
without any additional intermediate components. The key then sends data to the EWS3 control
unit. In addition, the EWS3 replaces the contact in the ignition lock for the "ignition key in lock"
signal on US versions. Key with integrated transponder chip. A chip which can both transmit as
well as receive transponder is integrated in the key. This transponder chip obtains its power
from the field built up by the ring coil and uses it to communicate with the EWS3 control unit.
This means that no battery is necessary in the key for power supply. Every key or the
transponder integrated in it is a unique part. The control unit can also differentiate between the
individual keys. If errors occur during communication between the EWS3 control unit and the
individual keys, these errors are stored in the fault code memory - separate for each individual
key. Ring coil. The ring coil is fitted on the ignition lock and serves as an antenna for
communication between the transponder chip in the key and control unit. EWS3 control unit.
The EWS3 control unit communicates with the key fitted in the ignition lock. If the
communication procedure is correct and the key has sent all data necessary for identification
and start enable to the control unit, the control unit detects whether the key is valid and has
been released for use. The control unit can manage a maximum of 10 keys allocated to the
control unit, i. The engine cannot be started before this signal has been transferred. EWS 3. The
ISN cannot be changed from the outside. In the EWS 3. Whether the vehicle is equipped with
automatic transmission is defined in the coding. On automatic vehicles, a start procedure is
enabled by the EWS3 only if the selector lever is in position P or N. The EWS3 control unit
receives the information with regard to the selector lever position twice: -Via a data link -Via the
K-bus If the information "selector lever in position P or N" is sent only via the K-bus but, due to
a fault, not via the data link, noticeable start delays within the range of 1 - 2 s can occur. The
EWS3 control unit receives these two items of information only via the K-bus. This information
can be read out via "diagnosis scan" in the diagnosis program. Afterrunning time. For safety
reasons, the EWS3 control unit features a code-dependent afterrunning time. It begins when the
ignition lock is switched to 0 position. Within this afterrunning time start with any mechanically
fitting key is enabled. In the same way as with EWS2, replacement keys can be obtained from a
sales point only via a BMW dealer where one of the 6 replacement keys fitting the vehicle is
programmed. This key is not a copy of the lost key, but rather a new key. A total of not more
than 6 replacement keys suitable for the installed EWS control unit can be made and handed
over. There is a noticeable start delay of 1 - 2 s when a new key is inserted in the ignition lock
for the very first time. From then on, the start procedure should take place without delay. Lost
keys must be blocked by means of diagnosis. Refer to "Special features of the diagnosis
program". Every request for a key is documented so that enquiries from insurance companies
and authorities can be followed up. Procedure for loss of all 10 keys. A new EWS3 control unit
is required if all 10 keys are lost. By providing all the necessary data, it is possible to obtain a
new EWS3 control unit from a BMW dealer and the new transponder keys allocated to it with the
previous mechanical key code. The basic procedure is the same as with EWS 2 systems:. The
following procedure should be adhered to when replacing the EWS 3. Now install new EWS 3
control unit. After replacing the control unit: Encode new EWS 3 control unit with coding
program selection point "1 New coding - 1 Replace control unit - 2 Transfer data to new control
unit and encode control unit". Note The procedure described above must be adhered to as all
the data necessary for vehicle identification are also stored in the EWS control unit. It will be
necessary to do without the data readout from the old control unit only if the EWS 3 control unit
no longer has diagnostic capabilities. In this procedure, the vehicle data necessary for
automatic vehicle identification cannot be written to the EWS control unit. The ignition must
then be switched off for at least 25 s. The following points are contained under point "3 service
functions":. Key test. The following information concerning the key currently inserted in the
ignition lock is displayed: Key No. Electronically disabled means that both the starter as well as
the engine control unit are not released enabled for the start procedure. It should be borne in
mind that an electronically disabled key still fits mechanically, i. Display of keys used to date in
this vehicle. Here, the display shows for each one of the 10 keys which can be managed by the
EWS3 control unit whether it has been recognized at least once by the EWS3 control unit, i.
Ring coil The ring coil is fitted on the ignition lock and serves as an antenna for communication
between the transponder chip in the key and control unit. Afterrunning time Important! Key
identification and start procedure The transponder in the key is powered via the loop antenna
and sends the key data to the EWS3 control unit. The EWS3 control unit then checks the key
data to ensure it is correct and only then sends an enable signal to the engine management

system and starter. After the engine has started, the EWS3 control unit generates new key data
change code and transfers them to the transponder in the key. Changing individual components
Key In the same way as with EWS2, replacement keys can be obtained from a sales point only
via a BMW dealer where one of the 6 replacement keys fitting the vehicle is programmed.
Procedure for loss of all 10 keys A new EWS3 control unit is required if all 10 keys are lost.
Special features of the diagnosis program. Key test The following information concerning the
key currently inserted in the ignition lock is displayed: Key No. Display of keys used to date in
this vehicle Here, the display shows for each one of the 10 keys which can be managed by the
EWS3 control unit whether it has been recognized at least once by the EWS3 control unit, i.
Original Poster. Search My Stuff What's New 3 12 24 Kitchski Original Poster 6, posts months. I
can't help but feel cheeky coming on to aforum looking for help when I'm working on the car in
a professional capacity, but I'm really stuck in a rut! I've got all the engine, gearbox,
suspension, brakes I seem to have the gearbox selecting as it's supposed to and all the engine
systems seem to be live. I've got a problem though Points worth noting: I've done an M3
conversion into an E46 Touring before, though it was a manual car. Once I'd changed that, it
fired up. I didn't have to modify any wires going to the EWS module. I've spoken to a local
well-regarded BMW specialist we aren't BMW specialists, we've only ever done these
conversions! I'd rang them after reading on a forum in the USA that I might need to get it all
re-coded together. He assured me that was b ks, and that as long as all the right components
are in place, it should work. Unless there's a wiring fault So today I've been spending time
investigating by looking at the wiring diagrams again, and I've noticed something I can't explain.
Again, according to the WDS circuit diagrams, this is the same for the M3. According to the list,
this goes to fuse 22 5A in the fuse box, which I've fitted I can't remember what goes on the other
end, but that's in there too. All the wiring in the fuse box has been fitted as it would be in the
M3. Still with me?! So all I would in theory need to do here is hook up the wire to pin3 on the
EWS plug, and there you go. According to the wiring diagrams, that's it. Only it's not; the i never
had a wire going to pin I've no reason to suspect it's ever been tampered with, and the Touring
ran fine before it was stripped down. My issue could well lie elsewhere, but until I can work out
what's going on with these two wires I could be chasing my tail. BMW dealers unsurprisingly
don't want to know! Cheers, Rich. Vixpy1 42, posts months. Is it not something to do with the
smg? The starter would only engage if it sees neutral, even if a smg car thinks the bonnet is
open it won't start. If you could get it hooked up up a gt1 you can read out the status lists and
see why it's immobilized. If the donor key, ews control unit and dme is fitted then they shouldn't
need recalibrated. Good luck Scott. Scott the M3 will start with bonnet open just not engage
gear. I thought there was a pin switch on the bonnet that stopped starting if the bonnet was
open on SMG cars? E30M3SE 8, posts months. Right, made a little bit of progress I've probed
deeper into the WDS system and found the correct wiring diagram for the Touring I'll upload
them tonight. It turns out the Touring was wired correctly as I'd assumed it would be and in a
bizarre twist, it looks like it's wired differently to the M3 physically, yet the EWS boxes have the
same part number and the same PCB. This is really strange, given that the difference in the
wiring between the two cars is the fact that pin3 on the Touring's original wiring is an input, yet
on the M3 it's an output! So my question now is, are the EWS units re-programmable in the
respect that you can change the properties of the board? Here are the relevant wiring diagrams I
downloaded from the WDS system. The main thing to note is that on the Touring, pin 3 is an
input from S2 ignition switch. On the M3, this is pin 2 instead, which is unused on the Touring.
However, on the M3, pin 3 is an output to fuse It crossed my mind that maybe they're
programmed differently, but then I realised this was irrelevant; the Touring is now wired the
same as the M3, yet it still says there's an interface issue. As you can see, both EWS units are
the same part no: They have different labels, but I'm assuming this is because the M3 one has a
sticker over the Rover part number, to remove it as it was post-Rover sale! The Touring one is a
year. We're still really scratching our heads here. I've since bridged the input from the ignition
switch with the output to the starter bypassing the EWS module and the engine cranks over
fine. R5YUP posts months. I can't help - but would love to see this when finished, my kinda car!
Where can we see the other one you did? MattOz 3, posts months. One is SMG, so might be
worth giving him a call? Vladimir 6, posts months. This quite simply looks Thanks guys. Still no
join and I've tried a few different avenues since the post. One thing's for sure I'm going to learn
something along the way! Just by chance, we decided to try the old EWS module on the car the
one the Touring used to have fitted, which is still matched to the Touring's original i DME and
key. It cranks! And more than that, it tries to start Me too! I have an old i EWS module
somewhere I want to fit that to confirm I get the same issue I currently do. That will tell me
whether there is something, somewhere in the car still communicating with the original EWS
though from the research I've done into how the EWS 3. This seems more in keeping with the

fault, and confirms the wiring is ok as the 66 fault code would have lingered if the wiring was the
issue. So can an EWS 3. It's looking like that might be the case! It lives! Finally managed to find
the source of the issue today, and the car is now running. It even drove a few metres under it's
own steam. Thanks to all who offered help. Egstrom 1 posts 81 months. How did you solve this?
Did you use ews from the car? Or can any non-m ews do?? I sold my old engine as a set incl
ews box. I got imobilizer deleted from ecu. Now i shortwire starter signal in the ews, but i starts
up sek and stalls Michael. Maybe message them through facebook as this is over a year old and
he may not see it. By Karl E30 , October 7, in Electrical system. Hi i am currently installing a
M52tub28 into my E30 an have brought a ews3 so i can run factory computer. The first is the
EWS looks for the correct key transponder so the starter motor will turn car doesn't crank - this
can be easily bypassed with a quick wiring change. Wants to start and run the m52tu in an E30
Tom. You might need to cross reference the year of your ECU to the engine to check you're
using the correct diagrams. Karl all I can say is be very careful and get good reliable sound
advise. Having transplanted a M54B25 into a e46 Ti the coding part of the project was a night
mare and still having problems with it. The only difficult part to code on an E46 is the instrument
cluster The rest is fairly easy and straight forward. Which part are you having issues with??? If I
get some spare time between diaper changes I'll take a looksie haha!! Although I have to admit I
hate trouble shooting wiring issues. EWS 3. The other known so called bypass is actually a
quasi virgininsing of the DME to allow it to re-pair with another EWS module. Also the EWS 3.
I've cloned my own EWS 3. Funny story the other day when I was describing all the EWS
manipulations that I've been up to with my own car to a BMW tech and his response was "so
who's E46 M3 are you going to steal? You can post now and register later. If you have an
account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Dis
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play as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Electrical system Search
In. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Report post. Posted October 7,
Cheers Karl. Share this post Link to post Share on other sites. What are you trying to achieve?
The EWS3 is a two part security. The first is the EWS looks for the correct key transponder so
the starter motor will turn car doesn't crank - this can be easily bypassed with a quick wiring
change The second part of the EWS is the pairing of the DME with the EWS unit and the rolling
code that's generated - this is harder to do without the correct flash tools to remove EWS from
the DME - without the correct pairing it stops the DME from providing fuel or spark on start up.
PS system is EWS 3. PPS when do you intend starting wiring? Posted October 8, Posted
October 8, edited. Posted January 9, Join the conversation You can post now and register later.
Reply to this topic Go To Topic Listing. Sign In Sign Up.

